Introduction
Let A be an abelian locally compact (2) group and G an arbitrary: locally compact group. We shall say that A is a G-module (or a G-kernel) if¡ G operates continuously as a group of automorphisms of A. By an extension of G by the G-module A we shall mean a locally compact group E with a topological isomorphism i of A onto a closed normal subgroup of E and a homomorphism; j of E onto G which induces a topological isomorphism of E/i(A) with G so that the natural operation of G ~ E/i(A) by conjugation on i(A) a¡ .4 is the given operation of G on ,4. The notion of equivalence for two such extensions of G by a G-kernel A is clear; it is the analogue with the requisite topological restrictions of the notion for finite groups A and G.
The familiar notion of the Baer product of two (equivalence classes of) extensions of G by the same G-kernel A may be introduced in this context. Hochschild [10] has discussed this operation in the context of Lie groups and it is clear that the discussion applies without change for locally compact groups. With the Baer product the set of equivalence classes of extensions of G by A becomes an abelian group Ext (G, A). It is the general purpose of this work to try to gain some insight into the global structure of this group of extensions and some of its properties. Many of the theorems are in a sense "finiteness" theorems for these groups. Considered also is the question of endowing the group of extensions with a topology so that it becomes a topological group. It is certainly reasonable to ask if there is any natural way to tell when two extensions of G by A are ' 'close "to one another. Mackey [17] has posed a related question which concerns giving the group of extensions the structure of a Borel group. When the G-kernel A is the circle group T with trivial operation by G, the group of extensions of G by T is intimately connected with the theory of projective representations of G [19] . The global structure of the group of extensions of G by T enters into the problem of classifying irreducible representations of locally compact groups.
We shall approach these problems by defining for a locally compact group G and a G-kernel A, a series H\G, A), r ¡z 0 of cohomology groups of G with coefficients in A. These groups are generalizations of the Eilenberg-MacLane groups [5] defined for finite groups G. The two dimensional group H2(G, A) is isomorphic to the group of extensions of G by A discussed above. The functoral properties of this cohomology theory and the applicability of many of the ideas of homological algebra will be of the upmost use in our general program. We are, however, not able to obtain very much information about the structure of the higher dimensional cohomology groups.
In the first chapter we define the cohomology groups and note some elementary properties. The latter part of the chapter is devoted to a discussion of an analogue of the spectral sequence of a group extension [12] . We obtain results only in low dimensions but they are adequate for our purposes. In Chapter II, we discuss the low dimensional cohomology groups when G is compact. Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 contain the results. In a second paper we shall discuss the situation for noncompact groups and the problem of topologizing the set of group extensions. We also consider there the applications to projective group representations.
Many authors have considered these problems; of particular relevance are papers of Hochschild [10; 11] , L. Calabi [3] , Shapiro [24] , Nagao [22] , Bargmann [2] , Mostow [27] and others. More important, the results of Mackey [17; 18;  19] on group extensions are fundamental to this discussion and have clearly inspired this work. Furthermore it is a pleasure for the author to express his gratitude to Professor Mackey, who was the director for this thesis, for advice and encouragement during its preparation. We shall fix certain conventions to be used throughout. For a locally compact group G, G denotes the set of continuous homomorphisms to the circle group T.
T", R", Z" will as usual denote n-fold copies of the circle, line and integers respectively. For an abelian group A, t(A) will denote the torsion subgroup of A. We shall adopt the terminology of [17; 18] concerning Borel structures. The symbols lim d • " and lim p • " will be used to denote the direct and projective (inverse) limits respectively of a system of groups G". The numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end.
Chapter I 1. In this chapter we shall define and prove some general properties of the cohomology groups which we propose to study. It is desirable to enlarge the scope of definition of these groups in order to place them in a more natural context. Definition 1.1. A Borel group G (cf. [9, p. 257; 18] )is an abstract group G with a cr-field of subsets S of G so that {p} e S for all p e G, and so that the map (x, y) -» xy-1 of G x G to G is a Borel function.
If A is an abelian Borel group and G any Borel group, then A is a G-module when A is defined as a G-module purely algebraically by a map (s, a) -* s • a of G x A to A, and so that in addition s • a is a Borel function from G x .4 to ¿4. It is evident that we may speak of the category [7, p. 11 ] of G-modules; homomorphisms from A to B are required to be Borel functions and to commute with the operation of G. However, it does not seem to be possible to make this an abelian category and thus to make available an axiomatic definition of cohomology groups. The difficulty can be attributed to the presence of "bad" subgroups H in some Borel groups G for which GjH does not have very much sense (such as a line R embedded densely in a torus). The following definition singles out a useful regularity property. Definition 1.2. A subgroup H of a Borel group G is closed if there is a subset K of G so that the projection G -* GjH (right cosets), when restricted to K is a Borel isomorphism of K with G / H (taken with the quotient Borel structure).
It is easy to see that K may be chosen so that K n H consists of the identity of G. The following facts about closed subgroups are easily verified. Proposition 1.1. If H is a closed subgroup of G, then H x K x G as Borel spaces; the isomorphism is effected by (h, s) -* n • s. If H is a closed normal subgroup, GIH is a Borel group in the quotient Borel structure.
We shall with the aid of this definition introduce into the category of G-modules a notion of exact sequence. Definition 1.3. If A', A, A" are G-modules, then we say that 0 -► A' ±> A -Í A" -> 0 is an exact sequence when : (1) It is algebraically exact as algebraic G-modules.
(2) i and j are Borel G-homomorphisms and i is a Borel isomorphism of A' onto the subgroup B of A which is its range; B is a closed subgroup B of A which is its range; B is a closed subgroup of A and j induces a Borel isomorphism of AI B with A".
With these preliminaries completed, we turn to the definition of the cohomology groups. We shall make appropriate modifications of the Eilenberg-MacLane theory prompted by the considerations above ; these ideas are clearly inspired by the work of Mackey [17] . If A is a G-module, then the normalized cochain group is defined as C(G,A) = {/:/is a Bore] function from G x ••■ x G (n factors) toA,andf(sy,-,s") = Oifsomes; = ein G} for n ^ 0;C(G,A) = Ofor n < 0.
The coboundary operator ô" is defined as usual for/e C(G, A); ô"f(sy,---,sn+1) = S1'/(S2,-,S" + 1) + 1LU1(-l)if(Sy,-,S,Si+y,-,S" + y) +(-l)tt + 1f(Sy,-,Sn). Proposition 1.2. (1) ô" maps C(G, A) into C+1(G, A).
(2)5B+A = 0.
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Proof. These assertations follow almost by analogy with known results. The only point to be noticed is that ô"f is indeed a Borel function of its n +1 variables.
To see this, it suffices to check if for each term of the expression for ônf. The first term is a Borel function since (s, a)-> s • a is a Borel function; for the remaining terms, we observe that (s¡, si+«,) -> s¡si+1 is a Borel function from G x G to G.
The cohomology groups H"(G, A) of the complex C*(G, A) axe formed as usual. The mapping properties of these cohomology groups parallel those of the Eilenberg-MacLane groups (to which these groups clearly reduce when G is finite). If a is a Borel homomorphism of G' into G and ja compatible Borel homomorphismof the G-module/lto the G'-module^'(i.e., s' • j(d) =j(a(s') • a) fors' e G', a e A) then we deduce a homomorphism of complexes C*(G, A) -> C*(G', A'). In dimension n,f'(s'u ■••,s'") = j(f(a(s'l), •■•,a(s'"))); f is a Borel function since a,j and /are. The corresponding maps on cohomology are analogous to those of the Eilenberg-MacLane theory. We have a restriction map if G' is a subgroup of G and an inflation map if G' « G / H where H is a closed normal subgroup. Also for fixed G, H2(G, A) axe covariant functors of A. We turn now to the crucial analogue of the exactness property of cohomology groups for finite groups. Proof. That i is an injection and that jot = 0 axe trivial. If feC*(G,A) belongs to ker (J) then/takes values in i(A') and since i-1 is a Borel map of i(A') to A', i ~ y belongs to C(G, A') and t applied to it is /. Thus ker(j) = Im(i).
Finally, iffe C(G, .4"), then since i(A') is a closed subgroup, there is by Definitions 1.2 and 1.3 a Borel isomorphism tb of A" into A so that jcb = id, and so that 0(0") = 0. The function g = cbfis then a normalized Borel cochain of G in A of dimension n. We have then jg = f since jcb = id. Thus / is surjective. Q.E.D.
Consequently from the well-known theorem [7, p. 20] we deduce the existence of the usual infinite exact sequence of cohomology -^-^ H"(G, A') -» H\G, A) -^U H"(G, A") -^-» Hn + \G, A')-> .
The groups H"(G, A) for r = 0,1,2 have interpretations analogous to these groups when G is finite. It is clear that H°(G, A) is AG (the elements in A left fixed by the operation of G). H1(G, A) is similarly isomorphic to the group of all Borel crossed homomorphisms of G into A modulo the principal ones (i.e., of the form f(s) = s • a -a for some a e A). Finally H2(G, A) is isomorphic to a group of classes of extensions. This cohomology group classifies Borel groups £ which contain a Borel isomorphic copy i(A) of A as a closed normal subgroup, and which have a projection j of E onto G so that j sets up a Borel group isomorphism of E¡i(A) with G, and finally subject to the condition that the operation of G on A by inner automorphisms of Fis just the given operation of G on the G-module A. Equivalence of such groups Fis defined in the obvious way. That H2(G,A) does classify such extensions can be proved by an analogue of the wellknown argument in the case when G is finite.The fact that i(A) is closed in E and Proposition 1.1 provide the key to showing that these arguments can be carried out so that the resulting functions (factor sets,etc.) are Borel functions. We shall omit the details.
2. The results of the previous section supply only a context for the cohomology theory. Their significance lies in their interpretation when G and A are locally compact. For if A is a locally compact G-module (G locally compact) as described in the introduction, then A and G, given the Borel structure generated by the open sets, are Borel groups and A is a Borel G-module. Conversely, we have the following : Proposition 1.4. If A and G are locally compact, and A isa Borel G-module, then it is a topological G-module.
Proof. The action of G on A by (s, a) -* s ■ a is assumed to be a Borel function ; we must show that it is continuous. The reader will recognize this argument as a slight variant of an argument given by Banach [1, p. 25] .
(a) Fix s0eG; then a -» s0 ■ a is by restriction a Borel automorphism of A. Hence by Banach's theorem [1, p. 25 ; 15, p. 399] it is continuous.
(b) Fix a0eA; then s -> s-a0 is a Borel function from G to A. Since A is separable, it is known [15, p. 307] that there is a set P of the first category so that this function restricted to G -P is continuous. Let a sequence s"-* s0 be given in G. Since U"™ oPs,,1 is of the first category in G, there is a point seG not in this set (G is a complete metric space and so of the second category). Thus ss" i P for n = 0,1, •••, and ss"^> s-s0. We conclude that ss" • a0 -* ss0 • a0 , and since the operation of s ~1 on A is continuous by part (a), we see finally that s"a0 -» s0a0 . Then s -* s • a0 is continuous.
(c) Using these two partial results, we may now prove the proposition. Let Q be a set of the first category in G x A so that s-ais continuous when restricted to G x A -Q. Let (s", a") -» (s0, a0); as in part (b) we may find a point (s, a) so that (ss", a + a") $ Q for n = 0,1, •••. Then as above ss"(a + a") -* ssQ(a + a0). If we now apply the operation of s~ to this (part (a)), and then subtract the convergence relation sna -» sQa (part (b)), we can conclude that s"a" -> s0a0. This completes the proof.
We shall now interpret the notions of closed subgroups and exact sequences of §1 in the context of locally compact groups. This will serve also to justify the usual terminology of "closed."
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(2) If A', A, A" in Definition 1.3 are locally compact, the sequence is exact iff it is algebraically exact, and i and j are continuous.
Proof. Part (1) is just Lemma 1.1 [16] and Theorem 7.2 [18] . For the necessity in part (2), we observe that i, j being Borel homomorphisms, are continuous. For the sufficiency, we observe that since; is continuous, kerij) = Im(i') is topologically closed, hence closed in the sense of Definition 1.2. Now i(A') is locally compact, and by the closed graph theorem [15, p. 399] i is a homeomorphism, hence a Borel isomorphism. Finally ; induces a continuous map ;" of Aji(A') onto A". By [15, p. 397], ;' is a Borel isomorphism, and this completes the proof.
If G and A are locally compact and A is a G-module, the cohomology groups Hn(G, A) axe those defined in §1, with G and A viewed as Borel groups. Their properties are direct consequences of §1 and Proposition 1.5. The group H°(G, A) is of course AG where AG is a closed subgroup; the group H^(G, A) is as before, but we now contend that a Borel crossed homomorphism is necessarily continuous. Another variant of Banach's argument (cf. Proposition 1.4) can be used to prove this fact. Thus Hl(G, A) consists of continuous crossed homomorphisms modulo the principal ones. As remarked in the introduction, our approach to the extension problem is to interpret the group of extensions Ext(G, A) described there as a cohomology group. That indeed the group H2(G, A) defined in this section is isomorphic to the group Ext(G, A) for a locally compact G-module A as described in the introduction has been proved by Mackey [17] . Thus the cohomology groups defined above for locally compact groups generalize many of the properties of the Eilenberg-MacLane groups. The low dimensional groups have in a sense the proper interpretations in the terms of homomorphisms and extensions, and the theory as a whole has many of the mapping or functoral properties which they possess if G is finite. In the next section we will press this further to obtain an analogue of the spectral sequence of a group extension of [12] .
Before doing so, we concern ourselves with a useful variant of the cohomology groups just defined when G and A axe locally compact. The subgroup C"(G, A) of C(G, A) will consist of all cochains/, bounded on bounded sets in G x ••• x G. (A set B is bounded if its closure B is compact.) A slight extension of Proposition 1.2 shows that ¿"/is bounded on bounded sets iff is. Thus the groups C(G, A) together with the restrictions of the <5" form a complex; the cohomology groups will be denoted by Ë"(G, A) (bounded cohomology groups of G with coefficients in A). The properties of the groups H"(G, A) in §1 extend without difficulty to the bounded groups. The only point of significance is the "lifting" process in Proposition 1.3. In that notation it need not be so that the result of lifting/from A" to A, g = <j)(f) is bounded on bounded sets even if/ is. If, however, we choose the cross section of A" in A according to the following proposition, the diflBculty is avoided. Proposition 1.6. If G is locally compact and H a closed subgroup, there is a cross section K of GjH in G having the properties of Definition 1.2 and so that if C is a bounded set in GjH, the intersection of K with its counterimage in G is bounded.
Proof. This is proved by Mackey [16, Lemma 1.1]. The inclusion map of C(G, A) into C(G,A) is a homomorphism of complexes and so induces maps an from R\G, A) into H"(G,A). A significant relation between the bounded cohomology groups and the ordinary groups is summarized in the following proposition. Proposition 1.7. The homomorphisms a" are isomorphisms in dimensions n = 0,1,2.
Proof. The assertion is clear in dimension zero ; in dimension one, since we have remarked that a Borel crossed homomorphism is continuous, such a map is clearly bounded on bounded sets. Thus Z1 = Z1. Moreover B1 = B1 since C° = C°. Then otj is evidently an isomorphism.
Finally let ßeH2(G,A); then ß defines a (class of) extensions of G by A. If £ is such an extension, let K be a cross section of G in A satisfying the condition of Proposition 1.6, and let \p be the corresponding map of G onto K £ E. The function b(s,t) = ij/(s)ip(t)ip(st)-1eAç E is a cocycle representing ß. The function \p maps bounded sets into bounded sets. If (s,t) range over a bounded set in G, ¡¡/(s), \p(t) and ^(st)'1 range over bounded sets in E. Thus likewise b(s,t) is bounded on bounded sets. Since ß now contains an element of Z2, it is clear that a2 is surjective.
To show that a2 is injective, we must show that if aeZ2 and a = <5jy for some y e C1, then a = ^y1 for some y1 e C1. In fact, it is true that y € C1 already. For suppose to the contrary; then there is a bounded sequence s" in G so that y(s") is unbounded. We may and shall suppose that s" converges to some s0. As we have argued before, there is a set P of the first category in G so that the Borel function y is continuous when restricted to G-P. Also there isapointieGso that s"t$G -P for all n. Rewriting a = ^y, we have y(sn) m a(sn,t) -sny(t) + y(s"i) .
The first term on the right is bounded by hypothesis ; the second and third terms converge to s0-y(i) and y(s0t) respectively. The right-hand side of the above is then bounded as n tends to infinity, but the left-hand side is not. This contradiction completes the proof.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use With this proposition in mind we shall in some cases use H2(G,A) and ß2(G, A) interchangeably. Of course, when A is compact as it often will be in applications there is no difference at all in any dimension. The reason for the introduction of the bounded groups H" is that in many cases they have useful properties sometimes not shared by the groups H" and conversely.
3.
We shall now construct one of our principal tools, the spectral sequence of a group extension. It is constructed in terms of the ordinary theory; for the bounded theory, one would proceed simply by imposing the boundedness conditions at the proper instances. Let then G be locally compact, H a closed normal subgroup of G, and A a locally compact G-module. In the ensuing discussion, we shall follow exactly the treatment of this subject by Hochschild and Serre ([12, Chapter II], abbreviated as H-S), making the necessary amendment and remarks to show that their arguments can be carried over to our Borel cohomology.
Before proceeding with this we shall try to relate it to some known facts. The spectral sequence will introduce on H2(G,A) = K0, a three step filtering, K0=>Ki =>K2=>0. Ki is the kernel of the restriction map from K0 to H2(H,A)G,H and K2 is the image of the inflation map from H2(G¡H,AB). Moreover there is an injective homomorphism of Kx/X2 into ^(G/H, Hl(H,A)). In the special case when A is the circle group T, with G operating trivially, and when G is a semi-direct extension of G¡H by H, Mackey [19, pp. 303 ff.] has proved such a result without the terminology of spectral sequences. In one respect the spectral sequence simply removes these restrictions, and one could make a direct construction of the filtering and homomorphisms along the lines of Mackey's result and thus avoid the complicated construction to follow. This is sufficient for some but not all of our purposes ; the finer properties of a spectral sequence are needed such as the higher order derivatives d2, d3, the filtering in higher dimensions and the relations between the finite terms £, and the Eoe term of the spectral sequence.
We introduce a filtering {L¡} on the complex C*(G, A) as follows:
(1)1,-Zr=o(X;nC"(G,¿)). (3) Finally L¡ n C\G, A) = 0 for j > n and L¡ = C*(G, A) for ; < 0.
It is purely formal that this filtering is compatible with differentiation; i.e., ÖL] <= Lj. The filtration is positive and regular [7, pp. 70 ff.], and it follows that this filtering defines a spectral sequence £/' which abuts to H*(G,A) appropriately filtered. Also £/' = 0 unless j, i ^ 0.
When G is finite, H-S determine the £2 term of this spectral sequence as E^' ~ H'(G¡H, H\H, A)). In the present situation the groups on the right have no meaning since H'(G¡H, B) is defined only when B is a Borel group, and //'(//, 4) has as yet no Borel structure (the cases i = 0,1 will be fortunate exceptions). The question mentioned earlier of assigning a suitable topology to the group of extensions H2(H, A) is of course crucial to the problem of extending the results that we do obtain (Theorem 1.1). We approach these difficulties by making the following definition. into CJ(G¡H, C(H, A)). If SJ denotes the differentiation of the complex LjlLj+1 (graded by the images of C,+J(G, A)), it is purely formal to verify that r¡ is a homomorphism of complexes. The map r¡ induces a homomorphism r* on cohomology; our first result, the analogue of Theorem l,p. 121 of H-S is contained in the following: E{' with H'(CJ(G¡H, C*(H, A))) for all i.
Proof. The argument given in Theorem 1 of H-S applies formally to this situation once we can establish that the constructions made there can be performed in the present context so as to preserve the Borel conditions which we impose on cocycles. We first choose a cross section N of GJH in G subject to the conditions of Proposition 1. In several trivial cases these difficulties do not occur; (1) when i = 0, B°(H, A) = 0 and it is clear that £{° ~ C\G¡H, AH) ; (2) when ; = 0, C°(G¡H, Cl(H, A)) is just C(H, A) so that £?' a H\H, A). The following definition is easily seen to be aimed at the general resolution of the first problem mentioned above. Despite its complexity and ad hoc nature, it turns out that it can be readily verified in many interesting cases. (2) If £ is any Borel space and/is any Borel map of £ x Hl into A so that f(s, ■ ) e B\H,A) for all seE, then 0¡(/(s, • )) is a Borel function when viewed as map from £ x H1-1 into A.
If C*(H,A) is regular in dimension i, then r* induces an isomorphism of £{' with C\GjH, H\H,A)) where we define this last group to be ZJi (see above) modulo those functions in Z1' which assume values in B\H, A). When C*(H, A) is regular in dimension i, the argument of H-S, p. 123, applies almost directly to determine the £2 term of our spectral sequence in complementary degree i.
The partial coboundary operators o¡ and d¡ (H-S, p. 123) operate on Ci+J~\G,A) for it is evident by familiar arguments that ¿¡/and djf axe Borel functions of i + j variables if/eC'+-'~'1(G,/l).The same is evidently true of the shuffling operators g -* gs. Finally Proposition 2, being purely algebraic, remains valid. We must define a differentiation on the family of groups C\G¡H, Hl(H, A)). If an element F of the latter group is represented by some/e Zn, then let In case i = 0, we recall that E{° ca CJ(G/ H, AH).lt is evident that <5G°/H is the usual differentiation on the complex C*(G / H, AH) and thus £2° is isomorphic to HJ(G¡H, AH) where AH is viewed naturally as a G/// module. Similarly, we see that E2' sa //'(//, 4)G/H for all i (elements left fixed by the natural operation of G/ff on H'(H, A)). 4 . In this section we shall show how the difficulties described following Lemma 1.1 can be successfully surmounted in the case i = 1. Proof. Since AH is a closed subgroup of A, we may choose a cross section M of A\AH in A which satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1.5.Themapi/' = <50/M is then a one-to-one map of M onto B\H,A)( = B1). The group Z\H,A)( = Z1) consists of continuous functions from H to A and is a separable metric space in the compact open topology. It is evident that \pis a Borel function from M into Z1 given the Borel structure deduced from its topology (since ö0 is a continuous function from A to Z1). By Souslin's theorem [15, p. 397] applied to xp, we conclude that i/T1 is a Borel map from B1 onto M. Finally, it is immediate that ij/'1 = cpy satisfies the conditions of Definition 1.5. Q.E.D.
The remaining problem is to show that the functions of F/j1 coincide with the Borel functions from (GjH)3 to H1(H,A)( = H1) for a suitable Borel structuer on the latter group. If the subgroup J51 of Z1 is closed (as it nearly always will be), then H1 becomes a topological group, inheriting its topology frcm that of Z1. The discussion leading to the proof of Lemma 1.2 shows that G¡H operates as a group of automorphisms of H1. We shall now show that this operation is continuous. In order to do so, it is enough to show that the operation of G on Z1 from which it is derived is continuous. If this is not the case, then there is a sequence sn-+s0 in G, a sequence/"-»/o ifl Z1, a compact set C in H with a sequence n" in C converging to n0, and a neighborhood U of the identity in A so that s" •/"(s"n"s~1 ) -So'/oisoHoSo1^ 17. Since all the /" are continuous and since snhns~l -» s0h0söi while remaining within a compact set of H, it follows from Theorem 5, p. 223 of [14] that f"(s"h"s~n 1 ) ->/0(so"osö*). But then since G operates continuously on A, s"f"(snh"sñl) -* SofÁSnKsñ1) > and this is a contradiction. Therefore Hl given the Borel structure generated by the topology on H1 is a Borel G/H-module. (If i/1 is locally compact as it will usually be, it is also a topological G/H-module.) In any case the cochain complex C*(GjH,H1(H,A)) has sense. Its relation to C*(G/H, Hl(H,A)) is expressed in the following lemma. Lemma 1.4. If'either(a)Z1 is locally compact and B1 is closed or (b) B1 = 0, then C*(G¡H,H\H,A)) = C*(G¡H,H\H,A)).
Proof. Let F be an element of C\G¡H, Hl(H,A)) and let /be a representative of the class of functions F. Then / is a j dimensional cochain of GIH taking values in the group Z1, subject to the condition that the function/, f(h,s1, •••,sj) =f(si,---,Sj) (h) is a Borel function from (GjH)1 x H to A. We contend moreover that/is a Borel function from (G¡H)3 to the topological group Z1. For this, it is sufficient to show that/_1(K) is a Borel set in (G/H)-7 when K is a set in Z1 of the form, {x '-x(h) ~ Xo(h)e U f°r a^ heC) where U is a closed neighborhood of the identity in A, C a compact set in H and Xo^Z1. If h¡ is a countable dense set in C,then f-\K) = r\ {(*i''">SJ>: /<Ä"*i-• • • 4) -Xo(".) e 17} ¡=i since / and Xo are continuous with respect to the variable n, and since U is closed. Now as /is a Borel function with respect to all of its variables, f~l(K) is seen to be a Borel set. If we apply to/the continuous projection map of Z1 onto H1, there results a Borel j-cochain \¡t(F) of GjH in the GjH module fl1. That \¡/J(F) depends only on F as indicated and not on /is self-evident. Finally it is also clear in virtue of Lemma 1.3 and the discussion following Definition 1.5 that ij/j is an injective homomorphism into the group of Borel ;'-cochains C](G¡H ,Hl(H,A) ).
Conversely let G be an element of this last group. Under the conditions enumerated above it is possible to make a choice of coset representatives £-» x * in Z1 of cosets of B1 so that / -» J* is a Borel function from H1 to Z1. Consequently the function g, defined by g(sy,---,Sj) = G(sy,---,Sj)*, is a Borel function from (GIH)j to Z1. As above, corresponding to g, we have a function g of j + 1 variables g(h,Sy,---,Sj) = g(Sy,---,Sj) (h). If the argument h in H is fixed, it is clear from the nature of the compact open topology of Z1 that g is a Borel function with respect to the j arguments in G ///. On the other hand if the j arguments in GjH are fixed, g as a function of h alone is continuous since it belongs to Z1. In virtue of Théorème 2, p. 285 of [15], g is a Borel function of its j + 1 variables. Thus g represents a class F of CJ(GjH, HX(H,A)) by definition of this group. Since it is clear that ^'(F) = G, we see that ipJ is an isomorphism. Thus the elements of CJ(G¡H, H\H, A)) viewed asj-cochains of GjH in H\H,A) coincide exactly with the class of Borel cochains of GjH in //*(//,.,4). Q.E.D.
Moreover,the map i//J taken together constitute an isomorphism of the two complexes C*(G/H, H\H,A)) and C*(G/H, H\H,A)). (2) If GjH is discrete and if H\H,A) is countable, then the term EJ2 of the spectral sequence of the extension is isomorphic to HJ(G¡H,H¡(H,A)) where hXH,A) is given the discrete topology. We omit the trivial verification of this fact. is inflation from GjH to G and the composed map h\G,A)-*K\>IK\ ^£^->£20/ä Hin, A)aiH is restriction from G to H. From p. 82 of [7] , we have an exact sequence (the inflation-restriction sequence) 0 ^> H\G/H, AH) l^H\G,A) -^ H\H,A)GIH -^>H\GIH,AH) -> K2czK1<=.K0 = H2(G,A).
For convenience, we shall call -d2 the transgression map, tg. It is important to have at least in a special case an explicit representation of tg in terms of cocycles.
In fact if H is abelian and AH = A, then (s, i) -* x(f(s> 0) (s, t e GjH) is a cocycle representative of tg(^) where / is a 2-cocycle of GjH in H which defines the extension G and xeHl(H,Afia.
In applying these results the following fact concerning the cohomology of finite groups will be useful. We state it here for lack of a better place. Chapter II 1. In this chapter we commence our study of the global structure of the cohomology groups defined in the first chapter. This chapter is devoted to the case in which the group G is compact, while later chapters will examine the same problems for a wider class of locally compact groups G. The first theorem (Theorem A) is fundamental for much of our work in this and later chapters. The content of this theorem is not new; it has been stated and proved in various forms by several authors [2; 3] . For the sake of completeness we state and prove it here in terms of the present terminology and in the precise form in which we shall need it.
We consider the exact sequence of topological groups 0->Z->R " T-»0; this sequence becomes a G-sequence for any locally compact group G by letting G operate trivially. The fundamental theorem is then the following.
Theorem A. Let G be a connected, simply-connected Lie group; then the map H2(G,R)->n'H2(G,T) is bijective.
Proof. We first show that n* is surjective. Let aeH2(G,T) and let a' he a a cocycle representative. We may then find a projective a' representation s-i-Lj of G (the left regular a' representation, p. 274 of [19], for instance). If s~*L's denotes the corresponding homomorphism into the projective unitary group, L'is strongly continuous on G.Thus by a lemma of Bargmann [2, p. 6] we may find a neighborhood V of the identity in G and a projective representation L of G so that (1) L' = L and thus the cocycle a attached to Lis equivalent to a'. (2) a and L are continuous functions on Í7 x U and U respectively. Now if we adopt Bargmann's terminology, a \ U x U is a local multiplier on G, and U may be taken so that there is a local exponential multiplier ß' on U x U corresponding to a \ U x U. Moreover a and ß' on U x U may be taken to be Coe functions. Now Theorem 5.1 of [2] may be applied; ß' may be extended to a continuous (in fact C00) global exponential multiplier on G, let us say ß". Let b e H2(G, R) he the cohomology class of ß" and let ß he image of ß" under n. The cocycle a -ß is identically zero on U x U and if s->Ms is a projective representation corresponding to a -ß, M is continuous on U (see Appendix) and is a local homomorphism. As G is connected and simply connected, M\U may be extended to a representation of G,let us say M'. Passing to the projective unitary group, we see that Ms = M's fox se U and hence for all s eG. It follows then that the cocycle attached to M is equivalent to the one attached to Af'; that is to say, a -ß ~ 0. It is immediate that n*(b) =¿ a and that n* is surjective.
To see that n* is injective, we could argue in the vein of the above; however, it is simpler to remark first that H2(G,Z) is isomorphic to Ext(G,Z) by Chapter I. As G is connected and simply connected, we see easily that H2(G,Z) = 0. That n* is injective then follows from the exactness of the sequence.
Q.E.D.
We have several remarks and complements to add to this theorem.
(1) Under the same hypotheses it is a trivial generalization that the natural map H2(G,R") -> H2(G, T") is an isomorphism (G of course operates trivially on the two groups R" and T").
(2) If G is as in Theorem A and operates on R", then H2(G, R") x H2(g, R"), where g is the (real) Lie algebra of G and operates on R" which may be identified to the Lie algebra of the vector group R";H2(g, R") is formed in the sense of [4] . Bargmann [2, pp. 28ff.] proves essentially this for n = 1 and trivial operation of G. The same techniques produce a proof of the general statement above.The existence of such an isomorphism is rendered all the more evident when the respective cohomology groups are viewed in terms of extensions. A similar argument establishes an analogous isomorphism Hl(G, R") =; H:(g, R") 2. In this section the circle group Tis viewed as a trivial G module where G is restricted to a compact group. We first observe that H2(G,T) is necessarily a torsion group. Indeed if a g H2(G, T), and if a is a cocycle representative, we may find an irreducible projective a representation Lof G. Such representations correspond uniquely to certain irreducible representations of the group extension . We shall now proceed toward the first main theorem by way of some preliminary results. The content of the first of these (Proposition 2.1) has been given previously [3; 24] . Proposition 2.1. Let G be a compact connected Lie group; then there is a canonical isomorphism: H2(G,T) x(t(iiy(G)))~.
Proof. If G is the universal covering group of G, ny(G) is isomorphic to a central subgroup of G and G « G¡ny(G). The restriction inflation sequence corresponding to ny(G) reads as follows:
••• -» H\G,T) -^->H1(ni(G),T) -^» H2(G,T)-+ H2(G,T).
By Theorem A, H2(G, T) is isomorphic to a vector group, and by the result above H2(G,T) is a torsion group; thus, the map inf must be the trivial map, and we have H2(G,T) at H1(7ty(G),T)lrange(res).
To complete the proof it is enough now to show that the group A = range (res) coincides with the group B = {xeni(G):x(t(nl(G))) = 0}. The group Gl[G,G~\ is known to be a vector group and so its dual HX(G, T) is also a vector group. Moreover the map res is a continuous map into (ny(G))~. Therefore A is contained in the connected component of (ny(G))~ but this latter is none other than the group B; thus A ^ B. The group BjA is isomorphic to a subgroup of the torsion group H2(G, T) and is thus a torsion group. On the other hand since 7t,(G) is finitely generated, B is a Lie group, and the remarks above show that A is a Lie subgroup of B. However it is evident that such a group can never be a torsion group unless A = B. Q.E.D. An immediate corollary of Proposition 2.1 is that H2(G,T) is a finite group. We shall now extend this last statement to a wider class of groups. Proposition 2.2. // G is a compact Lie group, then H2(G,T) is a finite group.
Proof. Denote by G0 the connected component of G. Since G0 is a normal subgroup there is a spectral sequence {£/'} abutting to H*(G, T). In order to show that H2(G,T) is finite, it is enough to show that the graded group Zi+J-= 20£oe attached to the filtered group H2(G,T) is finite,and in turn it suffices to show that the groups E2' for i +./ = 2 are finite. By Chapter I, E22~H2(G0,T), which is a finite group by the preceding proposition. Also by Theorem 1.1 we know that E1^ ^H1(G¡G0,H1(G0,T)); now H\G0,T) is finitely generated and GjG0 is finite so that by Propostion 1.8 EX2 is finite. Finally E20 ~ H2(GIG0,T) and this final group is isomorphic to H3(G¡G0,Z) by "dimension shifting." We conclude then, again by Proposition 1.8. that E20 is finite, and our result follows.
If G is an arbitrary compact group, it is known that G may be represented as the inverse limit of a family of compact Lie groups: G = limp-aGtt. The following theorem provides a corresponding relation for the two dimensional cohomology groups. Proof. The natural inflation maps H2(Ga,T)^H2(Gß,T) for a^ß define together with the groups H2(GX,T) an inductive system. Let K denote the limit group. Further there are inflation maps H2(Ga,T) -* H2(G,T) for all a; and granting the trivial fact of their compatibility, we deduce from the universal property of K a homomorphism cb:K^H2(G,T).
(a) cb is injective. Let äeK; then ä may be represented by an a e H2(GX,T) for some a. Then if cb(a) = 0, the element a upon inflation to G is trivial. In virtue of the exactness of the following sequence H\Ha, Tf' % H2(GX, T) -» 7T2(G, T) (Hx denotes the kernel of the projection G -» Gx), there is an element X e H\HX,T)G" so that tgx = a. Now by a well-known theorem of von Neumann, Hxl(kexx) is a Lie group. The groups Hß for ß ^ a axe arbitrarily small subgroups of Hx, and therefore the groups (Hß-kcxx)/kcix He)-Since the latter is a Lie group, we see that Hß £ kexx for some ß ^ a. If tgp denotes the map of H1(Hß,Tf<' into H2(G,T), x' the restriction of x to Hß, and a' the inflation of a to Gß, it follows easily that a' = tg^x' = 0 since x' = 0. The fact that the original element a inflates to zero in some Gß for ß ^ a is merely the fact that ä = 0 in K. Thus cf> is injective.
(b) cb is surjective. If aeH2(G, T) is given, we must then show that a arises by inflation from some Gß. Let a be a cocycle representative; we may find as before a finite dimensional projective a representation L. If L denotes the corresponding homomorphism into the projective unitary group (a Lie group), and K the kernel of L, then, as we have argued in part (a), using the theorem of von Neumann there is some index ß for which Hß s K. Then L can be viewed as a homomorphism of G \Hß = Gß into the projective unitary group, and then we may choose (cf. We have the following corollary of these results. Corollary 1. If G is a compact group, H2(G,T) is a countable torsion group.
Proof. Since G is separable we may write G as the inverse limit of a sequence G, of compact Lie groups. The result follows from Proposition 2.1 and Theorem
2.1.
This corollary does supply some insight into the cohomology group in question ; it is also as far as we can go for it is fairly easy to see by direct construction that any countable torsion group can be obtained as H2(G, T) by a suitable choice of G. This we shall do later. This corollary also bears on the problem of assigning a topology to the group of extensions H2(G,T); for if this group has a locally compact topology, this topology must be discrete in virtue of the countability. This observation is grantedly ad hoc ; however, it will be subsumed in a general theory later.
Theorem 2.1 may be used to prove an analogue of itself where Tis replaced by a finite group. Any finite group A is a G-module by giving G trivial action. Then A is a direct sum of cyclic groups as G-module and it suffices to prove the assertions of Theorem 2.1 for a cyclic group /" of order n. The group J" is a subgroup of T and the following sequence is exact 0-vJ"-^r^T->0 where j is multiplication by n. We have then an exact sequence of cohomology (*) -> h\g,T) iy h\g,T) -> H2(G,Jn) -+ H2(G,T) L H2(G,T) -* . Now J" is of exponent n so that H2(G,J") is also. If G is a Lie group, HX(G,T) is finitely generated so that S(H1(G,T)), being a torsion group, is finite. Since H2(G,T) is finite by Theorem 2.1, H2(G,J") is finite. Finally if G = lim p-aGa, we may form sequences (*) with Gx in place of G. We take the inductive limit of the five term exact sequences over the index set to obtain an exact sequence(**). In each term in (*),H'(G,A), is replaced by limd•"//'(Ga,A). We further have a map of the five term sequence (**) into the five term sequence (*); that is, five maps {<pi}5i = y reading from left to right. Now <pu <j>2, cp^, cb5 are known to be bijective; by the five lemma, cp3 is bijective; that is, the natural map cb3:\imd-xH2(Ga,J") into H2(G,J") is bijective.
Corollary
2. // G is compact, Theorem 1.2 remains valid if Tis replaced by any finite group A with G acting trivially.
3. In this section we shall extend our previous results to the case when a compact group G operates in any continuous fashion on a finite dimensional torus or a finite group A. Since Aut(A) is discrete (cf. [12, p. 509] ), it follows that G¡G0 is finite where we use G0 to denote the kernel of the homomorphism of G into Aut(A). The result for dimension one below will be used in connection with the spectral sequence of a group extension. The result for dimension three will be used later also. Theorem 2.2. (1) Let G and A be as above; then H1(G,A) is countable and the compact open topology on B1(G,A) induces on H\G,A) the discrete topology.
(2) If G is a Lie group, then H2(G,A) is finite.
(3) IfG = limp-xGa, and if U= limd-XH'(G,AH") where GX = G/Hx,then the natural map of U into Hr(G, A) is bijective for r=l,2 and injective for r = 3.
Proof. We omit the simple proof of part (1) . For part (2), we consider the spectral sequence Elr3' which abuts to H*(G,A). Now E°2 a H2(G0,A)G,Go and this is finite since G0 operates trivially and we may use the results of the last section. The group Hl(G0,A) is discrete in the compact open topology and finitely generated since G0 is a Lie group. By Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.8 we deduce that E2* is finite. Finally E20 ^ H2(G,G0,A) is easily seen to be finite by the cohomology of finite groups. Now since the terms of total degree two in E2 are finite, it follows at once that H2(G,A) is finite.
We now pass to part (3).
Since G0 is open we may assume that Hß c= G0 for all ß, since this does hold for a cofinal set of indices. It is clear that we do have maps cbr from Lr to Hr(G,A). It is trivial that cb1 is bijective and the argument of Theorem 2.1 shows at once that cb2 is injective. To prove that cb2 is surjective, let aeH2(G,A) and let a' be its restriction to G0.By the previous section, we can find a net a'xeH2(G0IHx,A) with cb2(lima'a) = a'. Since GjG0 is finite, its orbit on a'x is finite and we may therefore suppose that ax is invariant under GjG0 for large a. We want to prove that a'x is the restriction to G0/Hx of an element a"x of H2(Ga,A) for large a.
We introduce spectral sequences xE'r3 abutting to H*(GX,A) defined by the subgroup G0/Ha of G ¡Hx = Ga and a spectral sequence E'3 abutting to H*(G,A)
defined by G0 which we used above. It is evident that we have a family of compatible maps V'/ °i" *KJ into £/J which commute with all the differentials of the spectral sequences. We need the following facts.
Lemma 2.1. (1) lim</•""£.? sí E2l for i = 1,2.
(2) For large a, 'ij/j0 is an isomorphism of a£|° with £3°.
Proof. Since G/G0 is finite and H1(G0¡H0[,A) is countable, we deduce from the second remark after Theorem 1.1 that "£" ~ H\G/G", Hl(G0xIH,A)) for all i, and similarly for E2. But now H1(G0,A)^limd-aHi(G0IHx,A) by the present theorem in dimension one, and since the cohomology of finite groups commutes with direct limits, the first part of the lemma is proved.
For the second part, "E\° = £2° -H\G¡G0,A) and "iA2° is the identity map.
It is easy to see that this is a finite group. But aE\° = *El°I'dW'El1), and since El1 silimd-.'El1 by part (1) of the lemma, "¿"CE") = <*"(£") for lar8e a by reasons of finiteness, and the lemma follows. Let us return to the net a'xeH2(G0IHx,A)G/Go = "E22. Now by the lemma for E21 ,'d22(a'x) converges to d22(a') since a'x converges to a', but d°22(a') = 0 since a' is the restriction of a to G0. Hence xd22(ax) -0 for large a. For these a, a'x may be viewed as an element of "E3 and a'x is extensible to Gx if and only if ad%2(a'x) = 0. But ad°32(ax) converges to d°32(a')■= 0 by part (2) of the lemma, and hence a'x is extensible to Gx for large a. Let a"x be a net of such extensions which we may assume is defined for all a. Leta"= ^>2(lima^1) be the image of the limit in H2(G,A). But then a-a" restricts to zero on G0 and in order to prove that cp2 is surjective, it suffices to prove that every element in Klt the first term of the filtering on H2(G,A) is in the image of cp2.
Let a be such an element; then â, its image in KX(K2 = E^cz E\X (K2 is the range of inflation from G/G0), may be viewed as an element of £2* with d121(â) = 0. By the lemma, we can find a net â^'El1 converging to â. But xdli(ax) converges to 0 since "E2 = E2° as we have remarked in the proof of the lemma. Thus *d21(ax) = 0 for large a. It follows that there is a net äxeH2(G/Hx,A) with the property that ä=cp2(limäx) and à -a viewed as an element of Ky \K2 is zero. Thus it suffices to prove that the range of cb2 contains K2 but this is trivial since Hx cz G0 for all a. We will sketch the proof of the fact that cp3 is injective since the technique involved is quite similar to the one used above. Let fßx be the inflation mapping from H3(GX,A) to H3(Gß,A) for ß ^ a, and/, the inflation map from Gx to G. e must show that if/a(a) = 0 for some a e H3(GX,A), then fßx(a) = 0 forlarge ß. We introduce spectral sequences ßF'/ abutting to H*(Gß,A) defined by the normal subgroup Hx/Hß of G\Hß = Gß for ß ^ a, and a spectral sequence F'J abutting to H*(G,A) defined by Hx. We have compatible homomorphisms ot ßFlrJ jnto F'rj and of fiF'rJ into yFlJ for y ^ ß.
One easily establishes two isomorphisms:
\imd-/F°32~F°32 and limá-/F33°~Ff.
Suppose that/a(a) = 0 for some aeH3(Gx,A) = F¡° = PF¡°. Then if a' is the image of a in F3,0, we know that there is some beF32 such that d32(b) = a'. We can find by the first isomorphism a net bßeßF032 converging to b. If a'ß is the image of a inßF\°, it follows from the second isomorphism that ßd32bß -a'ß converges to d32(b) -a' = 0. Hence aß = ßd°2bß forlarge ß and this means precisely that fßa(ä) = 0. This completes the proof.
Corollary.
If G and A are as above, then H2(G,A)is a countable torsion groupe We now state our final result for compact groups G. The case of a discrete Gmodule will be used later. (2) IfG=\impxGx,withGx=GIHx,\imd-xIIr(Gx,AH')~Hr(G,A), r = 1,2.
Proof. Suppose that A is a vector group; then ßr(G,A) = 0 for all r>0 since the usual averaging process ([13, p. 535], [2, p. 19] , and others) can be used. If a is a bounded r-cocycle, b(s1,-,sr_1)= I s~1-a(s,Sy,-,sr-y)dp(s) is a bounded r -1 cochain with Sb = a (p is normalized Haar measure on G). The second statement of (1) follows by Proposition 1.7. If now A is a connected group, let K be the maximal torus so that AjK is a vector group; then 0-> K-* A-* A/K-*0 is an exact G sequence. Writing out the exact sequence of cohomology for the bounded theory and making use of the fact that Hr(G, A) = 0, we deduce as usual that Hr(G,A)~Hr(G,K) = H'(G,K)for r > 1. Together with Theorem 2.2, this proves the present theorem for connected groups for r = 2. The case r = 1 is easy. We note that H3(G, A) = H3(G, K), a fact we shall need presently. Let A be as in the theorem, A' Its connected component and A"= A/A'. Then A" is discrete. We may find a sequence A, of subgroups of A, A,zz> A' such that /4 = [Jy4¡ and A,\A' is finitely generated. Since G is compact, the orbit of any âeAJA is finite. It follows that we may take each A, to be in addition, G invariant. Lemma 2.2. With the above notation, \imd-,Hr(GIH,A?)~ Hr(G/H, AB) for r = 1,2 and any normal subgroup H of G.
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for Hr(-, •)• Now a bounded cochain with values in AH takes on only a finite number of values modulo A' n AH. Then it follows just as for finite groups that we have a limit relation even at the cochain level; i.e.. and we are done. Now let us return to the theorem. Suppose the theorem is true for each A,, in place of A. Then using Lemma 1.2 for H = (e) and H = Hx, we see that the theorem is true of A by a simple iterated limit theorem for direct limits. Thus we are reduced to the case when A" is finitely generated as an abelian group.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let us assume for the moment that the theorem is true for discrete G-kernels. Consider the exact G-sequence (*) 0 -» A' -+ A -» A" ->■ 0 where A' is the connected component of A and A" is discrete. Part (1) is known for A' and A" and the result follows for A by looking at the exact sequence of cohomology of (*). Part (2) for r = 1 is easy and we pass to the case r = 2. A portion of the exact sequence of (*) reads as follows :
(**) -♦ H\G,A") -+ H2(G,A') -»• H2(G,A) -* H2(G,A") -► H3(G,K)
where K is the maximal torus in A'. We can use H3(G,K) as final term since we could write the exact sequence of (*) in the bounded theory which is identical with (**) except for the last term which would be H3(G,A'). We have remarked before that this group is isomorphic to H3(G,K). As A" is finitely generated it is easy to see that AH" = A for all large a, and in that case (*) may be viewed as an exact Ga-sequence for these a. Then we have a five term exact sequence (**)" identical to (**) but with G replaced by G". We may take the limit of the five term sequences (**)" to obtain another five term exact sequence (***) with each term Hr(G,B) of (**) replaced by lixnd-aHr(Ga,B). Moreover we have compatible mappings cbu---,cps reading from left to right of (***) into (**). We want to know that cb3 is bijective. We know that <j¡íf c¡>2 and 04 are bijective and that tb5 is injective, using Theorem 2.2 and our assumptions. It then follows from the five lemma that <p3 is bijective.
We are now finally reduced to the case r = 2 and A a finitely generated discrete group. If A is torsion free, A = Z" for some n, and we write an exact sequence of groups : 0-*Z"-> R"-* r"-+o.
It is clear that this becomes in a natural way a G-sequence. Since Hr(G, R") = 0 for r = l,2, it follows that H2(G,Zn)~Hl(G,T) by "dimension shifting."
Since Ha acts trivially for large a, our assertions are established by virtue of Theorem 2.2. If A is a torsion group it is finite and our result follows from Theorem 2.2. In general we write an exact sequence 0 -» A' -> A -» A" -► 0 with A finite and A" = Z" and we can repeat verbatim the five term exact sequence argument used above. All of our assertions are now completely proved.
[October cocycle a is continuous on U. In fact, let G" be the extension of G by T [19] defined by a and let M' he the unitary representation of G" corresponding to M. The group G" can be represented as a set by the product T x G and M is the restriction to e x G of M'. Since M' is continuous, it suffices to show that the topology of G" restricted to T x U is the product topology. This is easily verified, for let us denote by £ the family of subsets of G" of the form W x V where W is an open neighborhood of the identity in T and V is an open neighborhood of the identity in G contained in U. The sets are easily seen to satisfy the five conditions in [23, p. 55 ]. The family 2 defines a topology of this abstract group G" so that it becomes a topological group. Using the continuity of a on U x U, we see that this topology is the product topology in T x U. Thus this topology is locally compact and its Borel structure is easily seen to be exactly that of the product T x G. It follows from [1, p. 25] , that this topology must coincide with the original locally compact topology of G "defined by means of a measure theoretic construction [19, p. 270 ]. This completes the proof of the desired result.
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